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ABSTRACT

To increase the counts received in the detection plane of an im
aging system for high-energy radiation, the pinhole or collimator can be
replaced by a coded aperture.

The result is an improved signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR),.but the coded image must then be correlated with an appro
priate processing function to render it intelligible.

However, a prp-

cessing function that removes extraneous image patterns (artifacts).
. generally reduces the SNR.

.

Few radially symmetric, nonnegative coding patterns chn be pro
cessed without artifacts, but two such designs are studied here.

One is

- the annular aperture, which improves the SNR by 0 .84Vpa/nl5.over that of
a pinhole of similar resolution, va being the annular radius and r0 the
radius of a disk-shaped object.

The other is the rotating slit, which

• does not have the tomographic (depth distinguishing) properties of the
annulus.

Time-averaging the detected signal over the exposure time

required for a.half revolution of the slit results in an SNR of less
than that of a pinhole.

As an alternative to time-averaging, the image

, information for each detected photon could be treated as a line that
includes the absorption location and is parallel to the slit at the time
of absorption; this yields an SNR of ^L/t 0 , where L is the slit length.

viii

.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Images of x-fay and gatiuna-ray sources are conventionally formed
using pinhole camera techniques.

The initial point spread function of

the camera (as cast upon the detection plane) is simply the shadow image
of the pinhole, with a background that is inherently zero, barring leak
age through the aperture plate. ' The only alternative in common use is ;
the collimation aperture, which consists of an array of holes bored
through thick lead. "•In either case, each point in the detection plane • .
receives only the radiation that can come through the narrow solid angle
defined by a pinhole or collimating hole.

Collecting radiation over

such a limited area results in a fundamentally insensitive recording sys
tem that is inadequate for many applications.

The weakness of x-ray

stars or the brevity of the breakdown of reactor fuel pellets might well 1
render the count levels received through a pinhole camera statistically
insignificant.

The radiation level permitted for medical•diagnosis with

organ-selective radiopharmaceuticals is quite low, making it difficult
to hold the patient still long enough for pinhole imaging.
In response to such needs, researchers have used a number of
more elaborate aperture patterns in place of the pinhole.

Although this

allows many more counts to be collected, the recorded image has become
"coded" by the pattern and must be restored to be interpretable by the
human eye.
•

,

'

.■. ■

1

.

-

-
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■
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The decoded point spread function (DPSF) generated by the
coding-decoding process can suffer from undesirable flaws of two kinds:
.deterministic and statistical.

The deterministic flaws are typically a

nonuniform or nonzero background -around the desired central spike of the
DPSF.

Such flaws are often referred to as "artifacts," particularly

when they exhibit a high contrast and can be confused with the image.
Unlike the pinhole shadow, the DPSF can exhibit statistical variance, or
noise, in the background— the case of an artifact-free deterministic
background not excluded.

The nature of these problems can be illustrated

by examining some of the coding methods that have been attempted.

'T: Past Aperture Codes
Among the first coded apertures was the random pinhole array,
used by Dicke (1968) for x-ray astronomy.
Fig.;1.
ray
the s

The method is illustrated in - '
a shadow of the ar

Each x-ray star ■casts on the detector

■of incidence of

by an amount proportional to the

n must then be

.1 from that star, -:The

corre1ated with the

array p

Object

aperture

1.

Coded
image

The Random Pinhole as a Coded Aperture

,3
The holes of the random pinhole array can be described using the
"cylinder function":

( 1
<
( 0

cyl(r/d)

for r < d/2
for

t

(1.1)

> d/2

where d is the hole diameter and v =

+y 2-.

The locations of their

centers can be represented using a "point pattern" (PP) of Dirac delta
functions: .

PP

=

I \ 6 {xn - r) &{xjn - y)
n=i

(1.2)

. where xn and yn are the coordinates for the nth hoi e, out of a total
of N.
All holes are assumed identical,, and correlating PP with cyl
will correctly describe the.transmission of all parts of the array except for occasional hole overlaps.

Although it would be desirable to

account for the effect of overlaps for dense patterns such as used by
Dicke,

they will be ignored for this simple illustration. .
Ignoring hole diameters for the moment, the essentials

of decod

ing lie in correlating the point pattern with an identical "decoding"
point pattern.

Doing so creates an unsmooth PSP with N2 delta functions,

N of which lie superimposed on the origin.

The remaining N[N - 1) are

artifacts scattered in the decoded field.
The
vicinity of

mean

density of these background points is maximuminthe

the origin and reaches zero where the two correlating arrays

■
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become sufficiently separated to barely touch.

This is illustrated in

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

The DPSF of the Random Pinhole Array.

The effect on the unsmoothed DPSF of the finite diameter of the
holes can be accounted for using a spot shape function:

s(r)

=

cyl(r/di) ** cyl(p/d2) >

(1.3)

where ** is the two-dimensional correlation operator and d\ and cZ2 are
diameters of holes in the coding and decoding arrays, respectively.

The

DPSF that is actually achieved has a center spike of 7lZ*s(r) with a back
ground that varies radically owing to the random overlap of the neighbor
ing s O )

spots in the field.

5
The problem of the background worsens steadily as stars are added
to the object field.

M stars of equal magnitude would result in M spikes

with the same il7*s(r) shape as before.

The background -density, however,

would increase by a factor of M (for stars near each other), with a cor
responding increase in the variation caused by background spot overlap
ping.

For a sufficiently extended object, the loss of contrast between

image and background will obscure the image beyond recognition.
Background variations are further compounded for small signals.
Cyl {v/di') is really the expected value of a signal, and. that signal
would be recorded by a perfect camera as an ensemble of photon absorp
tion locations.

After processing, each of the;7^2 spots formed in the

DPSF would consist of a collection of cyl{r/dz) functions displaced; from
one another by random amounts no greater than dp. .
.V :

For small values of dg the pattern within each-will be speckly,-

and these variations; are compounded where spots overlap.

Increasing the

value of d -2 smooths this, statistical variation, reducing the chance of
statistical spikes being confused with object points.

Smoothing, how

ever, is at the expense of increased spot size.
The random pinhole array is useful for a task such as resolving
double stars, but leaves much to be desired for extended objects.
The "random" array is actually arbitrary but deterministic. . The
array and the processing' function correlated with it for decoding can be
adjusted toward yielding, the least offensive of nonzero backgrounds, the
uniform one.

Such a background can be looked upon as a dc bias and ac

cepted as is or subtracted out.

Arrays of this kind have come to be

called "pseudorandom" (MacWilliams and Sloane, 1976).

6
For small signals, the dc bias will exhibit considerable vari
ance, again increasing with the number of resolvable spots.

Subtraction

will not affect this variance.
The zone plate was also introduced in x-ray astronomy (Mertz and
Young, 1961) and illustrates a variation of the background problem.
brevity, the description will be highly simplified.

For

A thorough treat

ment of the zone plate and its variations has been given by Barrett et
al. (1974).
The transmission of a zone plate is either zero or total and '
would be properly described by a binary function.

That function can be

given an appropriate series expansion with •

s (r)

=

+ sin(2ir A sz r 2)J

for the first two terms.
ity will be ignored.

z(r)

=

.

'

(1.4) - -

The remaining terms are small and for simplic

Equation (1.4) can be further sectioned to form ;

% - hi exp (iir A 22 r 2) + %i exp (-fir A z2 r2) ,

(1.5)

where Ag is a scaling constant that determines the dimensions of the
zones.

Notice that the three terms of Eq.

(1.5) are identical to the

phase transformations that would be imparted on a plane wave of wave.length X by lenses of focal length ” , - 1 / M 2, and + 1 / M 2 , respectively.
Decoding can be achieved by correlating the image with a. process
ing function h (r), resulting in a DPSF of
. DPSF

=

g(r) **

.

(1.6)
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The ideal DPSF would be the two-dimensional Dirac delta function
[written 5(r)/2?r in radial coordinates or '6Or) •S(z/.) in Cartesian].
From Appendix B,

exp(iTrAs2z’2) ** A 32 exp (-diTA32r 2) ' = 6 (r)/2irA32r ,

(1.7)

functions of h can easily be found that generate a delta function from
the second and/or third terms of Eq.

(1.1).

Unavoidably, they will

generate nondelta functions from the remaining terms, a n d hence a back
ground.

Autocorfelating [A(r) - z (r)j would yield a delta function, but

there will be less background if only One term is autocorrelated, say
7z(r) = exp(-firk2r 2) .
Using the equations

1 ** Ag2exp (-iirAg2r 2)
and

(1.8)

.=. i

.
exp (-i-rrA^r2) ** Ag2 exp(-iTrA32r 2)

-%i exp(-ivAg2r 2/2)
(1.9)

from Appendix B, the

DPSF

= •f/2

DPSF becomes.:

- (i/8) exp(-7rA/r2/2) + d(r)/.8Ag2 Trr.

(1.10)

Equation (1.9) can be easily recognized as the diffraction pat{
;
•
tern that will occur at the distance f = 1/AAg2 from the plane contain
ing z(r) when a(r) is illuminated with a plane wave of wavelength X .
This is illustrated in Fig. 3.

6( r ) / 8A2^irr wavefront
■<— i /2 wavefront

:■

Zone,
p late :

Fig. 3.

The Diffracted Orders of the .Zone Plate.

There are three ways of dealing with the background generated by
the zone p l a t e :
1.

It canbetolerated;

tematic than those
2... It can

the artifacts itcreates are more

ofthe random pinhole array.
be eliminated by using only an offset region of the

zone plate, as shown in Fig. 4. (Barrett and Horrigan, 1973).

(i/8)exp(-ifA z ‘T V 2 )
wavefront ■
— i /2 wavefront

" \s (r )/8 A z irr wavefront

Fig, 4,

The Diffracted Orders of the Offset Zone Plate.

s

3.

It can be canceled using image subtraction techniques.

Images acquired with phase-shifted zone plates [approximated by
% - hsin(-n A g2 r 2 *

will decode to give DPSFs that contain 6 (r) /lur,

plus phase-shifted background terms.

The sum Of four images with prop

erly shifted backgrounds will completely remove all of the background
that has been described here.

(There are weaker higher-order terms in

practice.}

The .advantages of being; .able:to' offset- or' cati.cel the background
are marred by a series of disadvantages inherent in ,the zone plate.

Re-.

cording the zone plate image requires a •high- .dynamic, range.. The ability,
to cancel the background wili. decay as variance.is introduced into the
process by weak signals.

Worst of all, the zone plate exhibits a rapid

loss in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)•as the object is extended.

In fact,

the SNR is estimated to decline by '/1/M as the number of resolvable Spots
in the object field is increased to M (Barrett and DeMeester, 1974).
Since most objects of interest are extended, the early develop
ments in coded apertures leave a great deal of room for improvement!

Tomography .
Extending the object in the direction perpendicular to the aper
ture plane complicates the outcome of aperture coding even further.

The

dimensions on•the detection plane of the shadow of the aperture change
scale as a source point chages depth.
"tomographic," or depth sensitive.

As a result, the coded image is

For each source plane parallel to

the coding plate, there will be an appropriate scale factor to assign to
the processing function to achieve "in-focus" resolution.

All other

10
planes will suffer increased defocus from their increased distance from
the in-focus plane.
be given.

No general description of this defocus effect can

Unlike a lens, there is ho conservation of power or rays. .

The nature of the code and the geometry of the apparatus influence the
rate at which the DPSF changes from a spiked background to a relatively
featureless background.

A rapid defocus allows many depth planes to

contribute to the background and reduce the contrast.

A slow defocus .

tends to leave structure that can confuse the viewer's interpretation. For many applications, no tomographic effect would be preferred.

Design Criteria
A list of desires can easily be composed in light of the problems that have just been exhibited.

It would be desirable to understand

and control the following:
1.

The shape of the "point" in the DPSF.

The point must un

avoidably occupy an area, but tails outside that area that might contrib. ute to neighboring resolvable regions should be avoided.

The inner

structure of the point, can be left as a free variable.
2.

The background.

Preferably, the background should be zero

everywhere except in regions beyond the area devoted to the image.
These outer regions supply another free variable.
3.

Small-signal noise.

Effective use should be made of the ex

tra counts made available by the large open area of a code.

The effects

• of noise should not increase unduly as the object is extended.
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In addition, it would be desirable to have the ability to deal
with tomographic effects for objects with depth, be those effects useful
or objectionable.
The methods that have been reviewed fail to meet one or more of
the three criteria.

They and most other designs that have been attempted

have several restrictions in common.

First, they are all binary pat

terns with transmission of one or zero.

Second, they are processed by

autocorrelation or some closely related method that ensures a center max
imum but also ensures a background.
removed, its noise cannot be.

Although this background might be

Third, they are all tomographic, be that

good or ill. .It would be desirable to move beyond those limitations and
attempt to achieve the criteria laid out.
One clue to further possibilities emerges from the annular aper
ture, originally presented by Walton (1973).

This ring-shaped cut in

the aperture plate codes every source point into a circle.

The autocor

relation of the circle has a sharp spike in the center that rapidly drops
to a moderate nonzero value, then rises to a circular hump at twice the
radius of the annulus.
above.

This violates the first two criteria listed

The performance of the annulus was greatly improved, however, by

Simpson et al. (1975), who applied a "rho filter" and suppressed the >
background everywhere but at the center and outer edge.

Under these

conditions, the annulus does satisfy criteria 1 and 2, and since it does
well in criterion 3 as well, it will be treated in detail in Chapter 3.
As will be shown later, the rho filter removes by inverse fil
tering a 1/r characteristic that is directly related to radial symmetry.
The DPSF of.the rho-filtered annulus therefore greatly resembles the

12
one-dimensional autocorrelation of the annulus cross section.

More elab

orate all-positive coding functions similarly treated cannot be expected
to meet criteria 1 and 2 since the autocorrelation of the cross sections
of such functions violates these criteria.

It would be desirable to have

further liberties in meeting the criteria.

Nonbinary Coding Patterns
The author was made aware through the suggestions of Dr. H. H.
Barrett of a means for generating coding functions that were not binary.
A rotating binary pattern will act as a shutter between points in the
object and detection planes.

Such a shutter can create any continuous

toned pattern having radial symmetry.

Each point on the detector re

ceives a signal for a fraction of the total exposure time equal to the
fraction of a circle that is open in the rotating aperture plate at an
appropriate radius (see Fig. 5).

Source

Aperture rotates
one revolution
in time t
<■—

e1T/2ir exposure zone
02T/2r
exposure zone

Fig. 5.

Shuttering with a Rotating Aperture.
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To further examine the significance of a continuous-tone coding
function, the author constructed a rotating aperture that attached to an
Anger scintillation Camera capable of making two-dimensional records of
radioactive sources.

Experiments were conducted (Miller, 1976) using a /

narrow slit as the binary pattern of the rotating plate.

The resulting

time-averaged coded point spread function (CPSF) was (2/Tr)arcsi’n(rs/r) ,
where rs was the half width of the slit.

The slit was of special inter

est since, the arcsin(rg/r) function is essentially nontomographic.

The

resulting image was processed with a rho filter to remove the 1/r charac
teristic that dominates (2/tf)arcs in {vs/r) .

The equipment, procedure, and

results appear in Chapter 4 and will be but a source of comment at pres
ent .. The •decoded image was quite unsatisfacfory with the.use of a simple
rho filter.

Modifications in the filter to reduce the amplification of

the upper ends of the coded image.spectrum resulted in considerable im
provement .

Since experiments were being done by Simpson on the annulus

in the same laboratory, it was also apparent that there was a substantial
difference between the.performance of the rotating slit and the filtered
annulus, in favor of the annulus.

To get a quantitative view of the

problem, the author performed an approximate analysis of both of these
coding-decoding procedures^ as shown in Chapters 3 and 4.

The method

used was formulated by Simpson (1977) from procedures introduced by M e t z •
and Beck (1974) and Akcasu et al. (1974) and is reviewed in Chapter 2.
The theme of rotating apertures was also being independently
pursued by Tanaka and linuma (1975).

Their method involved a rotating

slit and a rho filter in much the same way as described here.
differed, however, in two respects.

It

First, the slit was quite short.
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resulting in a.DPSF somewhat modified from the one achieved here.
Second, the data were recorded in angular steps and correlated with a
duplicate slit before the data of all the angles were summed and rho
filtered.

A point source creates at the detector not a slit pattern but

an ensemble of photon detection locations that collectively occupy a
slit-shaped region.

Correlating these data with a slit has a profound

effect upon the coded image, for each photon location becomes represented
by a line or slit, not a point, and thereby communicates information of
its presence along one dimension for the length Of the correlating slit. ■
A sample taken in a small area element of the image, field has a count
density that involves photons up to a decoding slit^length away.

Evi- •

dently this was not fully understood by Tanaka and Iinuma, for much of
this advantage was defeated by using a short slit.

It was also not

understood by the writer during the early stages of this investigation,
but became evident as analytic methods were developed to explain the ex
perimental observations.

Ideally, the coding slit can be indefinitely

long, and the processing slit should be greater than or equal to that
length, plus twice the size of the image field.
It generally can be said that autocorrelation of an all-positive
code allows each photon to extend its share of the information over the
area of the code.

A similar but more complicated argument can be ap

plied to other decoding functions.

If, however, that information is

smeared casually in all directions, the cost of restoring the image out
weighs th e ;gain of number of counts that influence an element of image
area.

,

To clarify this, three cases will be studied, complete with noise

analysis.

The first of these will be the annulus, which greatly
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resembles a series of slit segments arranged to form a circle.

The sec

ond will be the time-averaged rotating slit, and the third will be the
case just described.
The success of each method will be measured in terms of the SNR
achieved by each code with a given object as compared to the SNR of a
pinhole having a similar spot size.

Since both the coding, and the de

coding processes, influence the spot sizej a detailed study is made of
the. manner in which the variables contributing to the spot size can be
distinguished from those that merely establish the coding pattern.

This,

along with a method by which the contributing parts can be related to
establish a.final spot size, .will be discussed as a part of the general . •
mathematical modeling of the coded aperture presented in Chapter 2.. ’

CHAPTER 2

INTRODUCTORY THEORY

Mathematical Model and Symbols.
A basic model that can cover a wide class of coded apertures
will be developed in this section.

The letters assigned to the various •

components in the coding-decoding process, such as the object, the coding
pattern, etc., will be preserved throughout the thesis.

Subscripts will,

be added to these functional titles when separate cases need to be
distinguished.
The radioactive object, assumed for the moment to be planar, has
as its principal property the counts emitted per unit area in a chosen
exposure time. / This"Spatially■dependent property will be called the ob
ject and. will be written d (r,6).

The coding plate will be described by

S(r,9), which is a unitlesS function with values between zero and one.
The object could be equally well represented by its ideal pinhole image, o(r,6), which is cast in the detection plane by an ideal
pinhole in the coding plane.

The code could similarly be represented by

the coding function c(r,6), which describes the coding plate shadow on ,
the detection plane, given a point source on the origin.

Both <3 and .3

are "hardware" descriptions and do not contain all of the information
required to do exact calculations complete with the.final intensity.
For this reason, the computations of the later chapters will be done
with the detection plane representations, into which the two remaining
16
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properties sensed by the detector--magnification and signal attenuation
over distance--wil1 have been placed.
To accomplish this, a magnification factor m = -S2 /S 1 must be
used to relate d to o, where gg is the distance between the parallel ap
erture and detection planes, and sj is the distance between the parallel
object and aperture planes.

The minus sign arises from image reversal.

As shown in Fig. 6,

<?0,6)

=

^ 5(r/m,6).

(2.1)

Object plane
6(r,e) \

Aperture
plane
c(r,e) or c(x,y)

Detection
plane
c(r,e) or c(x,y)

o ( r ,6) or
o(x,y)

y
Fig. 6.

General Coding Scheme.
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The rescaling that takes r to r/m must also be applied to any shift
parameter used to displace the function.
Similarly, the code is rescaled by Q = (si + S 2 ,)/si (also in Fig.
6), so t hat'

c(r,6)

=

(2.2)

~z c(r/Q,d),

where s2 - 4ir (s.y+s^)2 is the area., over which the-signal'becomes

distrib

uted at the distance of s \ .+S^-.from the source to a sphere containing : /
the detector.

-

The radiation traveling from point "a" in the object plane to
point, "b" in the detection plane has an angle of incidence of 4>.

If <f> -

is not equal to zero, the increased source distance and the slant of the
detector result in a cos2<f> attenuation of the measured signal.

The CPSF

can be equated to a rescaled version of a (n,8) if cos3<j> is-nearly equal
to 1 for all possible locations allowed for a and b.
will be assumed.

This condition

•

The coding function can now be treated as the (nonnormalized)
CPSF that generates the coded image i (p,9).

i(r, 9)

-

1
—

That is,

1
5(r/$, 9), ** — y 5(iVm, 6),

where.** represents a two-dimensional correlation(discussed

(2. 3)

on p. 20).

A decoded image, j(rj8), is obtained by correlating the coded
image with a processing function, h(r/Q',6):
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J 0 , 6)

=

h(r/Q’,Q) ** i(r,9) .

■

(2.4)

The constant 6' is a scale factor that must be matched to the. scale Q
for an optimum (in-focus) DPSF.

The functional form of the DPSF will

change with an adjustment of Q':, but will have a fixed form for any set
value of T = Q'/Q.

. dy(isG). =

Thus the DPSF can be written

6.(r/Q,6) ** hlv/Q’tQ). ■

.-

(2.5)

The image of a three-dimensional object can simply be treated as
the sum of the images formed from object slices at differing

depths.

Since each slice will have a different value of Q, the choice made for
Q ' will cause the particular slice with Q = Q ' to be processed with an
optimum DPSFyhfj-jy and all other’slices with defocused DPSF's.

In the

discussions to follow, the in-focus.case is generally assumed, and the ■
subscript T will be dropped.

Also, unlike the value of Q, which is im

plicitly related to hardware parameters, Q' is often a number supplied
to the computer or otherwise freely maneuvered, and h(r-,d) will hence-

.

forth be written without an explicit reference to Q '.

Other Conventions
The functional relationships given thus far in polar coordinates
can be visualized in terms of shapes in three-dimensional space, and
these shapes could be equally well described by Cartesian coordinates.
To maintain continuity, the same functional symbols that have been dis
cussed will be used: in Cartesian coordinates, with r,6 replaced by x, y .
In similar spirit, 0 will be dropped from the argument of the function
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when the shape is radially symmetric.

Thus, the DPSF, for which only

radially symmetric cases will be of interest, can be written

dO)

= uO)

** h(r)

(2.6)

if the coding function is radially symmetric.
The correlation operation (**) can be defined by the relation

g{.z,y)

=

** 9
=

2

^ , y)

■ ■ gi (.Z1,y ’)92
JJ~m \ ' ' .:

y'-y) d x ’ dy', .

where x' and y 1 are dummy variables.-.The .correspondingoperation

g(.V> 6)

=

gi (r,9) **

(2.7).

..

(2.8)

could be derived from Eq, (2.7) .by a change

ofvariables,•but will not

actually be needed.
Spectrum analysis will be used to gain further insight into the
processes that have just been described.

Space domain functions have

been written with lower-case letters, and their Fourier transforms will
be written in upper case with the aid ofthe transform

■ F(g,n)

=J W < > , Z / ) }
■
= '

•

equation

'

rr:
■ _
,
f(x,y) exp |_-j2{Z,x + nz/)J dx d y .

(2.9)
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Similarly,

^CS,n) exp[j2 (5 r + r#)] dB, dr\.

(2 .1 0 )

Since /(r, 0 ) is used to represent the same shape as f(x,y)
there will be an :F(p,9) representing the shape of F(C,n) in polar coord
inates in frequency space.

All of the non-Cartesian functions that will

actually be transformed in the coming chapters are radially symmetric
and obey the Hankel transform equation:

2

tt

/(r-) J'v (2 Tvpr) r dp

(2 .11)

F(p) Jv (2 TTpr) p dp

( 2 . 12)

0

and
j(2’)

=

(p)}

=

2

tt

where the order number v must equal zero to transform between frequency
and space domains, but may take on other values for calculation purposes.

Autocorrelation and Inverse Filtering
A few important properties of autocorrelation and inverse fil- .
tering will now be reviewed.
The DPSF, d = h ** c, can be transformed to yield its spectrum:
■D

H ’C.

(2.13)

The function d is the autocorrelation of a if h has the fre
quency characteristics H ,= -C*, where * indicates complex conjugation.
For radially symmetric coding functions, C' = C* implicitly.
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The function d can be inversely filtered by h if E = 1/C in fre
quency space.

This would ensure that D = 1

and therefore that its trans

form, d, would be a two-dimensional delta function, placed at the origin
In reality, no transform of H .= l/C can exist.

C is the spectrum of a

coding function and must decay to zero at infinity.

Its reciprocal

therefore goes to infinity at infinity, disqualifying it from transfor
mation.

This can be overcome mathematically by bounding E with a super

imposed function that will affect H only out toward infinity.
convenient function such as Gaus(pr^)

Using a

5 exp(-Trp2 r^2) for this purpose

usually ensures that for large values.of rg there, wi 1 1 be little inaccu
racy in the derived approximation of h.

Practical constraints upon the ;

operational, range, of processing equipment impose a n .upper limit to the
frequencies that can be processed, and this condition alone bounds the.
.inverse- filter and renders it transformable.. Economic needs, or beliefs
about the maximum useful frequencies that can be handled by various
points in the system usually determine the choice of this processing
limit. . It is well known that .only damage .can come from amplifying or
passing a noisy spectrum at frequencies too high to contain resolvable
information.

Standards to define "noisy," "too high,", and "resolvable

information" are not easily acquired, however, and in many research proj
ects the machine processing limit becomes, by happenstance, the cutoff,
of the inverse filter.
Imposing a frequency processing limit designed to protect from
noise will be called apodization.

This might involve either a sharp or

a smooth cutoff, resulting in slightly differing shapes for the DPSF.
Whatever spot and field characteristics are accepted, apodization should
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be scaled in accordance with statistical considerations.

Experimental

and mathematical evidence of the effect of apodizing will emerge in the
coming chapters.
It is also well known that the processing function used in the
real domain to achieve the effect of an inverse filter must be bipolar
in order to narrow the function it convolves over rather than spreading
it.

Less well recognized is that the inability of the perfect inverse

filter to be.transformed is reflected in thereal domain by an
impossible condition.

equally

As the inverse filter is allowed to grow undamped

toward an infinite bandwidth, bipolar events in the processing, function
come, to occur over very small, regions--loosely akin to the derivatives,
of delta functions.

Thus,, the effect of Overamplifying, noise in the fre

quency domain is manifest in the real domain in the form of oscillations
that ■are too narrow to *smooth the-, fine structure variations of the noise.
. In summary, autocorrelation ensures a central spike, but does
poorly at providing a flat background.
background but multiplies the noise.

Inverse filtering also clears the

This can be expected since the in

verse filter contains the autocorrelation filter, as shown in Fig. 7.

Nontomographic Functions
To be nontomographic, the CPSF must be represented by a function
that will not change functional form (except for a multiplicative con
stant) 'when rescaled;■ Assuming radial symmetry and dropping

6

, this

would be written
eiv/Qy

=

a •d(r) >

where a is whatever value is needed, and changes with Q.

. (2.14)

Correlation filter (same
as coding transfer function

Inverse filter

Fig. 7.

The Overlap of Inverse and Correlation Filters.

To devise the class of functions satisfying this constraint, o
can be decomposed into a continuous power expansion with the weighting
function /(<*), where a is a dummy variable of integration:

=

c{v)

/(a)

da

(2.15)

From Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15),

/(a) • (r/Q) ■a <ia

/(a) r’-a: da.

= 'a

For this to hold, a°f(a): must equal (1/3) “/(a).
hold true only if j(a) =

6

(2.16)

This condition can

(a - a 0), where ao is an arbitrary constant.

Equation (2.16) then becomes

6

(a - uq) ° (r/3) ? da. =.: a

-a
^ 5 (a - a 0) r ^ da.

(2.17)

which implies that a = (1 /6 ) a ° and •

c(r/6 )

=

6

(a - a 0 ) •(r/6 )~

da

=

(2.18)

(r/6 )

To be nontomographic, the CPSF must be of the form r~a°.
tive values of ag can immediately be dropped from consideration, since
no reasonable approximation of pP0Slt;LVe
ing plate.

110

v can be represented by a cod

The 0-to-l transmission range of the code also prevents the •

exact realization of a nontomographic function of negative ao.

In this

case, however, the low value of the function toward the outer edge of

the recording field will allow it to be terminated without, seriously af
fecting the decoding process, and the infinite value at the origin can
be brought down to a finite value without significantly changing the
r~a® behavior away from the origin by correlating the nontomographic
function with a well contained spot function.
r~

1

Thus it will be seen that

is. approximated by the-rotating slit,
It will be helpful at this point to set

the nontomographic coding function as 1/r

oq

= 1 + e and rewrite .

6 . . This function has a

zero-order Hankel transform for -h < e <

as listed in Appendix A,

namely,.

^

' (2'19>

■

Within a constant, the inverse filter p1-e is required to drive •
l/r'1+£ to a delta function.

For e =■ 0, it is commonly referred to as a

"rho" filter.
It is not obvious what value of e would produce the best non
tomographic coding.

Although a full mathematical account will not be

given to e ^ 0, it will become evident in Chapter 4 that the failures of
the time-averaged rotating slit, which calls for e =
be greatly improved by modifying e T h e

0

, would not likely

modified version of Tanaka and

linuma’s work that is discussed in Chapter 5 requires that e = 0.

Transforming the Rho Filter
The need to terminate the rho filter has usually resulted in the
filter function p cyl(p/p

) being used, sometimes resulting in
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resolvable ripples

in the space domain.

Although theexact means

terminating is arbitrary, the Gaussian functionwill

be used

of

here to

ensure a smooth contribution to the spot function and to enable an ex
act calculation to be made.
The Gaussian apodized rho filter, pry Gaus(pry), or " P g " > has a
commonly listed transform in the form of a hypergeometric function;
this version, presented in Tanaka and linuma (1975) , is quite ungainly.
A more elegant solution can be achieved using the relationship

'

( M

which can be found

(2 -2°)

in Bateman (1954).

-A

. <:

V

;

(2 .2 1 )

The Gaus can be transformed in.all Hankel orders:

J^lGaus (pry) } =
irr
2ry3

Gaus(7r ^ ) [ v % # )

-

Re r - y > 0, ' Re v > -2
(from Appendix A)..

Although it is not obvious, Eq. (2.22) reduces to

Gaus(pry) } ■ =

(l/ry2) Gaus(r/ry) ,

(2.23)
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for v = 0.

Setting v = 1 in Eq.

j ! (r/ry)

=

2

(2.22):

^ " Gaus(r/vT ry) [j0 (

^

Returning to Eq. (2.20) and setting v = 0 and

■

.Gausfpzy)

) - - Z " i ( )]•

2

k

(2. 24)

= 1:

=: ■ (l/2te)v^ r ^f (^yn^)

(2.25)

Performing these operations:..

'

Gaus (pry) }. =

(r/ry)

(2.26)

where

is used to signify a transformation has been made, in this case

into the space domain, and the subscript g indicates,gaussian apodization has been applied.

. .

This function has been mapped in Fig.

8

. .Keep in mind that the

choice of ry rescales the function but does not create a "family" in any
distinguishable sense.

Separation of Functions

Separating the Coding Function
To gain control of the crucial variables of the DPSF— spot size,
artifacts, and noise— a means is needed to relate them to the physical

29

(r)

(normalized)

1

0

-0.078

Fig.

8

.

The Gaussian-Apodized, "Rho Filtering"
Processing Function.
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parameters of the code.

A method will be developed here that can be ap

plied to all of the codes that will be presented in the coming chapters.
Most binary coding patterns consist of simple cuts that can be
described by their width and path.

Thus, with the aid of a superposi

tion integral, the coding function can be constructed from a pattern
function that traces the path--often points or circles--and a cut func
tion that establishes the width.

Routes consisting of lines would obey

equations of the form g-n (atjy) = 0.

For such equations, the resulting

pattern function would be (see Fig. 9):

PO,y)v =

where

1

I j <5[pn («>.¥)} ,
n=i

(2.27)

/s is a weighting factor with units of inverse distance that re

lates the radiation passed to the distance of the source. ■

Fig. 9.

The Line Delta Function.

The cut function, k{x}y , x ’, y '), should be assumed to be radially
symmetric (for reasons to be explained later) about the displacement lo
cation x ’,y ’.
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The coding function is

e(.x,y)

k(x>if,x,,yr) pix' ,y') dx' dy ’.

=

(2.28)

Equation (2.28), while needed in full to describe such patterns
as the zone plate, can be simplified to a convolution if the cut func
tion is spatially invariant.

The cut function can be written as k(r)

owing to its radial symmetry, leading to the coding pattern:

e(r,G)

=

k(r')**p(r,ey.

(2.29)

Equation (2.29) achieves considerably more than merely distin
guishing the physical variables, since k and p each have important char
acteristics .

The cut function is all positive and smooths any object

structure that is finer than its own dimensions beyond reasonable re
claim.

Separating it from the coding-decoding process will save a lot

of trouble.

On the other hand, removal of the cut function from the

code has left the pattern function with the finest structure that could '
represent the pattern.

This fine structure creates an. abundance of high

frequencies in the pattern function1s spectrum, ensuring that processing
can be performed at a reasonable level of frequency amplification.

Separating the Processing Function
The processing function can be separated into two parts that
complement the set into which the, coding function has been split,
namely:
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=

h(r,%)

Here

h i (r) **.hzi?,6 ).

(2.30)

can be considered as the function designed to decode p.
The goal, of these many separations is to form two groups of

functions.

One contains terms that together perform a coding-decoding

operation, i.e., generate a central delta function.

The other contains

whatever is present by unavoidable necessity and will have to be endured
without processing.

d(r>)

The DPSF can then be written:

=' [k(r) ** hi(r, 8 )] ** [p(r,6 ) ** h2 (r,8 )] ,

(2.31)

where the brackets are present merely as a reminder of the grouping.
The condition sought for the second group is:

,p(r,8 ) **

(h)Q)

=•

6

(r)/ 2 iri’ + artifacts,

(2.32)

the -artifact,', it is hoped, existing outside the usable .image field.
Eq. (2.29) will be met if any of the following are achieved:
1.

# 2

vanish as well.
2.
Pj + p 2

+P3

is the inverse filter
This method will be

ff2 is the inverse filter

of P.

This causes artifacts to

used for the rotating slit.
of some component of P =

+ •••. As shown with the zone plate, this will usually not .

allow a field with zero background.
3.

Some component of the autocorrelation of p (i.e., P 2 =

?l+ B 2 + B 3 + •• •) can be inverse filtered with, say, # 3 .

2

Performing all

operations, S 2 =, //3 P., This method applies to the annular aperture.

'■■■
4.

:'

-
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p is constructed of point delta functions, so its autocorre

lation has a delta function as a central spike.

This implies a random

pinhole array, which always has a background.

As was shown with the zone plate, delta functions can also be
generated when k is not spatially invariant, but any resulting relation
ship to the final spot size is obscure. .
If Eq. (2.29) has been satisfied, a spot shape s(r) can be
written:

sO)

=

kO)

**

O).

. (2.33)

It is how apparent why k and h\ were assumed to be radially
symmetric: so a spot size could be assigned to the DPSF independently of
direction.

It should be kept in mind, however, that s(r) accounts only .

for the spread contributed in the■coding-decoding operation and that the "
psf of the detector and any other equipment intervening with the.observer
must eventually be accounted for as well.
The oft-used Anger scintillation camera is usually.considered to
have a Gaussian psf.

s^O)

where.

-

With that in mind, the total spot spread will be

s.(r) ** Gaus(v/v0),

is a camera constant.

(2.34)

It should be realized, however, that an

Anger.earner determines estimated collection locations of individual pho
tons, so that Gaus(r/r^) indicates the probable error distribution of
the output but represents ho statistical smoothing done by the . '
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detector.

As a result/Gaus (r./re) will enter into the spot size but

will not otherwise influence, the SNR.

The Mu Function
A cut. function is needed to widen the line pattern,, p (2%9), into
a slit.

Such a function will be derived to satisfy the construction of

a straight slit, but can then be applied within a. good approximation to
any.curved slit

for which the radius, of curvature of

is always largecompared to vw .

It will be called a

cause of its shape, and be written y {vIry ) , where

the

slit'spattern

"mu function"

be

is the half width

of the slit.
Placed along the.2 / axis, the pattern of the straight slit can be
written as .6(r) 1 (z/), where IQ/) is present to show that this function is
two-dimensional,and invariant.along: y . ..This.function is already separated in Cartesian coordinates and can easily be transformed to

; «5F{S(r)lQ/)} ; =

To form a slit,

6

1 (?) 6(n).

' , (2.. 35)

the mu function must satisfy

Or)IQ/) **

(l/2’w )w(r/rw ) =. rect(r/2 ny ) 1 (z/),

(2.36)

where

..

and

rect Qc/2 z>w )

=

( 1 for cc <
<
■
V; d for x >

tw

(2.37)

' (2.38)
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Transforming Eq.

(2.33) and using M(p 2?y ) to designate the transform of

y 0 /rw ) , we find

1(5) 5(n) r-w

,ZC2 + n 2 )

=

2rw sinc(2 Cr%)

6

(n) ,

(2.39)

where sine (n) = sin (Trn)//rru.
The

6

(n) takes a slice at the origin out of a two-dimensional .

frequency space.

The radially symmetric function required to achieve

this slice would be

. A?(prw ) ;=
as

2

sinc(2 prw)

(2.40)

■
P

:=

V 52 + r|2

(2.41)

The .Hankel■transform of. E q (2.37) :is. (Bracewell,; 1965) :

1
^

0

or, since

{sinc(2 pry )>

= .Re —

(2.42)

(M(pr^)} = (l/ry )2 y(r/ry ),

y(r/^)

=

r# Re ^........ ..
• to-

The mu function is illustrated in Fig. 10.

(2.43)
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1/ir

-2 rw
Fig. 10.

0

2

rw

10r.w

The Mu Function.

Spot Size
The minimum distance at which two spots can be placed and still
be resolved from each other will be considered the spot size, or twice
the spot radius.
Exactly what standards must be met to achieve resolution is, of
course, arbitrary.

In conventional optics these standards are usually

based on properties of the Airy disk or a coherent equivalent, which
cannot be applied here.

In fact, too casual a definition of the spot

size of a spot function such as the mu function may not be compatible
with another casually chosen spot size that has been assigned to a spot
function such as a cyl or Gaus.

Since the final spot,

, is synthesized

from the cut function k(r) = p(r/r^), the statistical smoothing function
hi O )

= Gaus(r/ry), and the camera psf, Gaus(r/r^), a means is needed to

establish spot sizes for these constituent parts and to relate them to
the final spot size.
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So far, the spreading functions have been scaled by mathematical
constants such as vw> ra> etc., that bear no obvious relationship to
spot size.

The desired spot radii will be denoted with an added "sign,

and appropriate adjustment constants must be derived.

Thus the spot

radii will be:

A)

=

(2 .44) ;

zy

- Zyay -

(2.45)

rc

= bare .

(2.46)

It is particularly easy to relate zy and rc , as they both belong
with Gaussians.

If rw .were negligible j .the fundamental- properties of

Gaussians would imply that-

■>

+

.

,■

The constants bj? and Z?^. would

b e .identical, with a value fixed by an arbitrary, decision as to the. sep
aration distance required for "resolution."

Now, it is well known that

the function resulting.from,the. multiple correlation of any. all-positive
non-GauSsian function with itself takes on Gaussian properties.

As will

be seen in a moment, functions that are compact in a single clump, about
the axis turn rather Gaussian with a small number of correlations.

As a

result, it is not highly improper to write

•iy

= ‘''zy2 + zy 2 + zy 2 ,

despite the non-Gaussian nature of the mu function.

(2.47)

Finding an
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appropriate value for bw will be a challenge, and will be done using a
rather roundabout argument.
It is not uncommon for researchers to use, as a convenient spot
size, the full-width-half-maximum (fwhm) of many all-positive spot func
tions.

Using this definition, an identical pair of such spots, each

with a height of one, will be connected by a bridge or saddle when spaced
one resolvable spot apart.

The center of the saddle must equal one, and

often there will be a set of maxima that appear to be tips of the indi
vidual spots but that are usually spaced less than a spot size apart.
An overlay illustration of the cross section of two different
spot functions is shown in Fig. 11.

One of the functions is a Gaussian

and the other is the autocorrelation of a cylinder function, which will
be called a "cone" function because of its cone-shaped appearance.
functions are scaled to have equal fwhm spot size.

Cone

Gaus

Fig. 11.

Spot Functions Separated by Full-Width-Half-Maximum.

Both

It is easily seen that a cylinder function: becomes similar to a
Gaussian when correlated with itself only once.
function is approximately

0 . 8

The fwhm of the cone

of the diameter of the cyl function from

which it has been autocorrelated.

If the fwhm were always taken as a

resolution standard, and the diameter of the cyl function treated as a
fwhm, the cone function would appear to have slightly better resolution
than the cyl function from which it was autocorrelated.
tainly not be the case.

This can cer

An appropriate spot size for the cyl function

is not necessarily its diameter, since two contiguous cyl functions,
while separated by one fwhm and linked by a flat bridge, can easily be
distinctly resolved by their contour pattern.

To assume that the radius

of a mu function could be used as its spot size would require consider-

•

able justification.
It might be noted that correlating a spot function with a line
delta function or a surface edge is a smoothing operation no matter how
rough the (all-positive) spot or the edge.

:;

Viewed in the frequency do

main, both functions, attenuate toward infinity, and their product atten- ■
uates even faster.

A spot function has most of its bulk represented by

the volume lying in the low-frequency region of the spectrum, and such
details as the edges of a mu or cyl function are linked to the higher
frequency region.

Thus, if the spectra of dissimilar but all-positive

and radially symmetric spot functions are a near match in the low fre-

-

quency region (well within the first zero, if there is any), the spots
can be considered to have most of their bulk within similar areas in the
real domain.

The spectra of the Gausj cone, cyl, and mu functions all

are shown in Fig..12, scaled so that the fwhm' of the Gaus and cone and
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Fig. 12.

Some Spot Functions in the Frequency Domain.

the diameters of the cyl and mu functions are all equal to 2.

To form a

pair of spots that are separated by a distance equal to twice the fwhm,
the chosen spot function would be correlated with
which transforms to cos(27r£el).

6

(a: - 1 ) +

6

(a:+ 1 ),

To resolve the two spots, the spectrum

of the spot must have a significant amount of volume beyond the first
zero of

cos(2ttC,1).

J*0 {6 (a;-1) +

6

For comparison purposes, cos(27r£*l) =

(a;+l)} has been included in Fig. 12.

The lower-frequency portions of the spectral curves in Fig. 12
are similar, but not equally scaled.

To compensate for this, the cyl,

cone, and mu functions can be rescaled to line up with the Gaus, which
will be taken as a standard and has a spot size of ra that is equal to
its fwhm.
(2.46).

This initial step sets

~

~ 0.47 inEqs. (2.45) and

The cyl, cone, and mu functions will be rescaled so that the

fwhm of their spectra match the fwhm of the spectrum of the Gaus.

Doing

■
so requires that rw .= 0.8 . 8 r>g,

= 1.02 Tg, and rcone - 1.42 fig.
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If

all of the spots are now treated as having equal resolution, bw =

0 . 8 8

in Eq» (2.44) and the relations rw = 1.137 i>w ,

and

^cone ~ 0.98 rcone apply.

= 0.705

It is encouraging to note that this method of

calculation has given rCyi - (/2 / 2 )rCy1, so i’cone ~ ^

^cyl

*ill

hold.
The spot sizes that will be used in the rest of the.paper are as
follows:

rw. =

rw

(2.48.); T

(2.49)

rf

=

0.47 rj>

rc

=

0.47

2

^.

'

(2.50)

Generating Nonbinary Codes
The rotation of the binary function g(_r,Q) to generate a radially
symmetric nonbinary function f(r) can be described as

/(r)

r g(r, 8 ) <56.
(1/2-tt) I

=

(2.51)

0

If g has been formed by the correlation of the parts gi,g2>" " > those
that have no

dependency can be removed from: the integral.

6

Looking

closely:
,277

/Or)

=
1

"

2ir

2

tt

[gr (r) ** g'2 (r56)]de . ...
0

:

gi (r2 + r rZ + 2rr'cos6 ')gz(r, 6- 6 f)

(2.52)

:
' r ' d r ’d Q , -
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where r ' and

6

' are dummy variables .

Placing ai outside the integral

yields

,2 tt
/(r)

=

gi (r) ** ( 1 / 2 . tt )
0

This equation will be used to facilitate calculations for the
rotating slit.

Calculating Noise
The equations used at the beginning of the chapter to describe
the coding-decoding process take no account of the noisy nature of the
signal.

In other words, all functions of nondeterministic variables were

described by their mean values.

Using ~ to specify a function as a ran

dom variable (r.v.) and ^ ^ for the expected value,

o(.x,y):

=■

(2.54)

i{x>y)

= (t(m, 2/))

(2.55) .

J (m,2/) . = (?(%,%/)) .

(2.56)

Thus, not only is

J (m,z/)

as in Eq.

= i{x,y) ** h(.x,y)

(2.57)

(2.3), but

3 ( % ,y )

:=■ %(%,&/) ** h{x,y).

■

(2.58)

Writing the difference between the random variable and its expected
value in the form

.
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.

Eq.

.

a/

=

?-(?>

=

/-/;

(2.59)

(2.46) minus Eq:. (2.47) becomes

Aj Or,y)

=

Ai;(a:,T/) ** h(x,y) .

(2.60)

The variance of the decoded signal can then be written

Oj2 (x,y)

=

( |Aj(r,y) |2)

=

( |Ai(a,!/) ** /z'(«,z/) |2) .

(2.61)

Since the function will be used here only for real values, the modulus
symbols can be replaced with parentheses.
Now, i.(ic,z/) does not in the strictest sense qualify as a Pois-sdn
r .v ., since i{x,y) is a signal density and no photons can be Said to have
been gathered at any distinct point.

However> if the detector plane is

sectioned into bins of area A g , each bin will be a Poisson r.v. e (s,j/).
The bins.are contiguous > so e(x,y) is always the same for .-any value of ,'
x,y in the same bin, but independent when moving from bin to bin.

Ae(a,y)

=

e(.xsy) - (e{jx,y))

e{x,y) - e{x,y) „

Using

(2.62)

this independence can be expressed as

' /: CTe 2 Ol>i/l)
■(Ae {xi,yi)Le (^2 ,^2 ))
.

for xi,yi in the same
bin as # 2 , ^ 2

\
.

0

for # 1 ,y1 ■in separate
bins, from # 2 ,2 / 2 •
(2.63)
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As A p becomes vanishingly small,

.=

(2.64)

e{x,y)/A

(2.65)

and, taking |mi

= Am,

[z/i - 2/2 ! = (W,

2

■r—
1 A

• for Am ■< vdj and. Az/'< dSTT

(Ai (mi,7/i)Ai (m2.
0 ;

for Am > /A_ or hy ■>

( 2 . 66)

But, assuming a square bin:

for Am < ...,e

T
lim
Ae

-> 0

1
)

e

6

(mi -.m2 )6 .(y1 -

0 -for .Am > /Ag or j\y >..v2~.
0

Also, Poisson statistics demand that the variance equal the mean expected
value, so

A,

A.

• -

( 2 . 68)

t(m,t/)

Equation .(2.66) therefore becomes

(Ad (mi,z/i)Ai (m2 ,t/2 ))

-

^ ( ^ 1 >2/l) 5

(^ 1

-®2) 6 (2/l -hi)-

' (2«69)
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Expanding Eq. (2.61), the variance of the decoded image becomes

- x, y[ - y) dx[dy[

Li

Liyx'z/y^hixl - x, yl - y) dxzdyz

( Li(x{,y{)Li (x-l,y2 ))

h ( x { - x , y { - %/) h(.X2 - x , y { - y ) dx{dx 2d y { d y i

■i(x{>y{)$(.x{ -xi)&(yi - yiJ• h(x[ - x, y{ - yy hix 2 ~.x>. y

'2

~ y) dx{dy [dxidyi.

i(xi,y\) h{x[ - x, y[ - y) h{x{ - x, y{ - y) dx{dy{

(2.70)
or

Oj2 (a;,z/)

=

iix^)

** h2 (x,y) .

(2.7D

The noise will be measured by the standard deviation, and separating the
coded image into object and code gives

Gj(.x,y')

=

Ve(«, 2/) ** c{x,y) **. h2 ixsy)

(2.72)

The Pinhole as a.n SNR Standard
Noise is usually viewed as a disturbance of the ideal determi
nistic signal .

From this point of view, it seems appropriate to judge,

the quality of a noisy signal by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)..

By

itself, however, the SNR fails to give two kinds of information.
First, image recognition is generally dependent on comparing •
,
resolvable regions of the scope of a resolvable spot with one another,
and the location-specific SNR does not speak to this problem.

In fact, -

the SNR totally suppresses all information about the noise in regions
where the signal should be zero, hiding the crucial information about
the contrast between•the image and 'its noisy background.

For many pur

poses, mapping the signal and the noise separately and placing them side .
by side, for comparison is more revealing than taking the ratio.
Second, there is no obvious way to assess what SNR value might
be needed in order to interpret an image.

Since the coded aprture is

essentially a replacement for "the pinhole, the issue of what SNR is
needed can be sidestepped by asking for a measure of improvement over
the pinhole.

For this purpose an SNR is needed for the pinhole, and a .

study of the difficulties in defining this will cast considerable light
upon the nature of Eq. (2;72}..
A perfect camera would record each detectable photon allowed
through by the pinhole as a specific point or location.

A detection de

vice such as the Anger camra spreads the region over which such a photon
registers its location due to a (Gaussian) random misestimation of that
location, but represents the location as a point nonetheless.
ing Eq.

In apply

(2.72) to the pinhole, h{i>) would properly be a delta function

-

~
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and the noise mathematically calculated would be infinite.

In practice,

the observer sees this image as a collection of points, perhaps broad
ened by machine characteristics, and makes, a judgment on the density of
their distribution, usually imposing an assumption about the spot size
oyer which mental averaging should be done.

The effective SNR under

such conditions depends upon factors in the human system that cannot be
accounted for here.

To provide a standard mathematical formula for the /

SNR-, the method used by Simpson (1977) will be applied, assigning to
the shape of the pinhole.
A coded aperture shows similar behavior.

The processing func-

;

tion, h, performs operations across vanishingly small distances if it
has been designed to generate a delta function:in the- DPSF.

The coded

image record consists of a finite set of points, and the decoded image
will contain a finite number of superpositioned h ’s .

With events, in h

occurring across vanishing distances, the contributions arising from sep
arate points in the coded image appear as fluctuations and normally do
not result in the DPSF desired.

In particular, regions in the image

that should be constant will have a constant mean value over a suitable
sampling area, but nonetheless consist of fluctuations.

For the pinhole,

the eye-mind is capable of compensating for these fluctuations by judg
ing groups of fluctuations to be a part of the same spot.

In the case

of the coded image, such fluctuations have patterns that appear out in
the image field and bear no grouping similar to a resolvable spot.
Since the eye cannot cope with these fluctuations, the amount of smooth
ing provided by equipment psf's or deliberately adjusted processing
functions is of great significance and for practical applications should

•
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be included in the. functions used to implement Eq. (2.72).

It is common

to digitize the information for computer processing, in which case all
the locations within a particular bin area are assigned to a channel.
Conversely, the channel uniformly represents the area of. the bin and is
analogous to a smoothing function with those dimensions.

This

machine-dependent variable will not be included in the calculations here.
The SNR of the pinhole will be calculated using a disk-shaped,
object of radius r0 , i.e.,

od (rl =

(2.73)

iN0/rn2) cyl(r/2r0) .

The pinhole, with radius r , will be the coding and processing function:

e(r)

=

cyl (r/2rp)

and

%(r)

cyl (r/2r^} .

(2 .74)

and
%,2 -riaV
1

^ a
_7 j.(r/2r
Kj.-r‘■■L-p)
’—
TTh
cyl

For simplicity, cyl (r/2r^) can be replaced by

(2.75)

^-nr 3 which will

yield a valid approximation for points away from the edge of the disk.
The processed image becomes

'

JpO)
disk

§ ^ l y l C r / 2 r 0) '
rn z 6

(2.761

and the noise becomes
I 772^54^17
0j p

disk

=
-

cyl(r/2 r0) .
vm

2

z

(2.77)

Therefore

disk
2

cyl(r/ 2 r )

m z
(2.78)
disk
undefined for r > r

The SNR is independent of location where it is defined, and it therefore
could be calculated point by point with little consideration of the rest.
of the object.
The S N R •can be restated in more fundamental terms. .The DPSF is
a cone function and r cone “ T-p = r-g will be used for the pinhole case
where rs shall henceforth be treated as the resolvable spot size for any
coding-decoding scheme in which the spread of the camera has been

.

neglected.
The size of the disk object can be expressed in the number of
spots contained.

S ;=

v 0z / T g 2

=

if the spread of the camera is neglected.
would be BQT\v0 zlrrP-.

(2.79)

r 0z /v v 2

The total counts emitted

Of these, Ti?pZ/z2 are allowed through the pinhole.

Thus the total number of counts collected would be
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Where defined, Eq.

SNRp

(2.78) implies that

= JIQS .

•

(2.81)

If the camera is not neglected, the size measured in spots con
tained must be redefined in terms of the total spot size

=

l/rs2 +

2 . '

(2.82)

It is convenient to consider each variable relative to
multipliers" so that'-Vy -

- Ysr^' and

•

using "gamma

The corrected number

of spots in the object becomes

$2

=

=

S/ (1 - Ya2)

(2.83)

and .'
:

SNRp

= 4^(1 - Y/)/5t .

Returning to Eq.

(2.84)

(2.78), Pp4, which equals

, can be ex

pressed in terms of the resolvable spot size, r^., by rewriting it with
gamma multipliers.

Equation (2.82) becomes 1 = Yp 2 + Y c

2

and the SNR

.becomes

SNRp

= ^N0-n2/m32

r ^ ( l - Yc2) •

(2.85)

For a given spot size, the SNR of the pinhole is reduced by the spread
ing of the spot by an Anger-type camera.. The same effect will occur

.
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when using codes, so the ratio of the SNR of the code and the SNR of an
equivalent pinhole will not be affected by the camera.
Other types of detectors usually broaden the region of the image
field affected by a single photon, and can.be viewed as contributing to
the apodization process.

The analysis that has been used would still

apply, but rc must be set equal to zero and the psf of the camera must
be included in the description of h \ (r/zy) .

. CHAPTER 3

THE ANNULUS

Understanding the Effects of Autocorrelation '

One-Dimensional Functions
The third method suggested in Chapter 3 for achieving a DPSF of
<5

(r)/2 irr> + artifacts consisted of first auto correlating the pattern of

the coding‘function (yielding JP2 in frequency space), then applying an
inverse filter that would cause one of the subterms of P 2 = P p + Pg + •.• ••
to generate a delta f u n c t i o n T h e inverse filter will affect the other '
terms as well, and ideally should affect them in such a way as to leave
the usable DPSF zero within the desired field. ■
. This is a stringent requirement that can be satisfied by few
functions.

In fact, without multiple exposures the annulus is a "best

selection" of coding functions if the third method is to be used. ,To

.

justify this assertion requires a detailed study of the autocorrelation
process, and because of its simplicity, the autocorrelation of a
one-dimensional function, f(x), will be treated first.

Since this is a

prelude to the autocorrelation of radially symmetric functions, only
even functions that can resemble the central cross section of those
radially symmetric functions will be of interest.

Also, the discussiqn

can be clarified by treating fix') in a sampled form,
oo

fg W

=

•

I fn 86{x/?tAx), '
n=o
'
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(3.1)

53
where
56 (x/nAx)

=

-6(x- nAx') + 5 (x + nhx)

(3.2)

and
=

fn

finAxy. .

•

When /s (x) is autocorrelated, each delta pair will give a contri
bution to fs (x') * fs (x) a t the origin and another at x = ±2nAx by merit
of autocorrelating with itself.
"principal terms."

These contributions will be called

That delta pair will also correlate with all other

delta pairs, giving contributions to the autocorrelation that will be
called "cross terms."

All together, this would be expressed

'

”

. /s O ) * fs W

=

00

1. fn1 +
n=o

-

fH$-S(x/2nAx)

:

n =0

n_ -■
+

;

I

i

00

■00

1

t

J

n=0 777-0

n

I

.

which will be shown in the frequency domain later.

.

:

.

;(3.3) ;

The single sums are

principal terms and the double sums are cross terms.
Constructed thus of delta functions> the rules required to obtain
a desired

6

(r) + artifacts would be relatively simple, at least within

the constraint earlier imposed that the coding functions be all positive.
To have an artifact-free field out to x = 2n0Ax without inverse filter
ing immediately requires that fs (r) be zero for x < n0Ax.

Otherwise the
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second principal term of Eq.

(3.3) will be inside that field.

vent cross terms from appearing in that region, fg (x > n0Ax) =
required.

To pre
0

is also

Without inverse filtering, there could be only one coding

function that would meet the desired conditions, namely a single delta
pair.

If inverse filtering were included, cross terms appearing in the

v i c i n i t y of the origin that were generated by
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'[(m-ri)Lx-x^ could be

permitted, allowing nonzero values of fs beyond n^Aar. ■ Obviously, the
farther out /s is allowed to be nonzero, the harder it will be to drive
the cross terms down by inverse filtering.

Such a strategy is counter-

productive,: and', inverse filtering is to be avoided for a purpose of this
kind.
This line of reasoning remains simple because each delta func- "
tion in f (r) influences js.* /s only at locations that can be easily ac
counted for. : Using inverse filtering to adjust the autocorrelation of a
radially symmetric function will allow this same condition to hold.

Radially Symmetric Functions
Although a radially symmetric function is two-dimensional, it is
usually represented by the function of one variable that describes its
central cross section.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the

two-dimensional autocorrelation of a radially symmetric function bears a
distinct relationship to the one-dimensional autocorrelation of its cen
tral cross section.

This cross section can be the same /(r) already

described and its one-dimensional Fourier transform employs only the
real part of the Fourier kernel, so

(3.4)

.
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The Hankel transform required to transform the radially symmetric func
tion has a similar kernel, Jq..

The similarity becomes evident if. Jq is

expanded,

c7q (m)

=

/2/tsu [cos (u - ■it/4) - (1/8%) sin(u - tt/4)
- (9/128U2) cos(% - TT/4)

The first zero occurs at % = 2.40, and

Jq ( % )

=

/2/ttu c o s (u

-

•••] .

(3.5)

'

(3.6)

tt/4)

is a good approximation for % > 1.

Taking u = 2mpr,- the Hank el trans

form of the coded aperture would become

1

W

p)

2

I

c(r) -7 = cos (2Trpr - ir/4)r dr,
/pz?

(3. 7)

'0

where C has been

replaced by a scriptas a

tion W - C has. been made,

reminderthat

fix') and e(r) can be assumed

an approxima- •

to be the

same

function and identically sampled, so

;/

> s«

=

v.sy
n=o

where

6

(nAr - r) is a ring delta function.

mally not defined for r <

0

By convention, c(r) is nor

, but could just as well be since it would

obviously then become the even function f(x) ..
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Autocorrelation of a function can be achieved by transforming
that function into the frequency domain and squaring it.

If this is

done to Eq. (3.1) using Eq. (3.4),

f ’s 2 (C )

=

4

OO

GO

I

I

fnfm c o s ( 2 i r 5 n A r )

cos(2m gm A r) .

(3.9)

n = 0 772=0

Equation (3.9) can be separated using the trigonometric identity
cosct cosg = %[cos(a + 5 ) + cos (a - g)], yielding the principal and cross
terms in frequency space.

'

•

*FS2 (5)

OO

=

OO

2 . 1 f n 2 +; 2
n=o '
GO

+

2

•

'

.'

'

,

I . f n 2 co s (4TrnAr)
n=o

^

OO

I fnfm

I

cos[2 mSA%(M+m)] ■ '
■

n= 0 772=0 ••
00

+

CO

. . .

2I

I fnfm cos[2ir5A ic(n-m )].
n=o m = 0 . •.
, mfin :

Applying.the same technique to Eq. (3.8) using Eq.

-

(3.10)

(3.7) for the

transformation gives the approximate, frequency transfer of the autocor
related radially symmetric coding function:

00

W

2

(p)

= I c
. n=o

j
-7 = = cos (2 irArp - tt/4)

OO

/-

V c
m= 0

"7 = = cos ( 2 itArp - tt/4)
^

^ ncn 2 +, % n<?n 2 sin(4TTuAz'p)
n=0
n=0

+

I

^ Vmz cnom cos [ZirArp (%-%?)]

n=0 w=0

nfm
00

00

+ n=I o ■m=I O' v'rem cncm .cos [27rArp (%+%?)] j.

(3.11)

nfim.

; One thing stands forth, clearly from Eq.

(3.11):

The first sum

.

.would generate a delta function in the real domain if it: were not for
the 1/p multiplier introduced by radial symmetry.

Multiplying 1/p by

its inverse filter (the rho filter) cancels this effect of radial sym
metry within the limits of the approximation that was made of Jo-.. :
After .rho filtering, the similarity between Eq. (3.11) and its
one-dimensional counterpart, Eq. (3.10), is so great as to suggest that
the, same reasoning applied in one dimension to ensure there are no arti
facts in the usable, field could be used once more.
-The remaining three terms indeed-create, artifacts in the real
domain.

They cannot be immediately evaluated since sin and cos functions

are not Hankel transformable.

This diffuculty arises from sampling and

is unrelated to the coding function itself.

To remedy the situation,

each Sample can be smoothed a little with an all-positive function.
mu function will be used here, with a width of 2?w '= A r .

The

Spreading each
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ring delta function to a band gives the sampled version of the central
cross section.of a radially symmetric function the form of a histogram.
In the frequency domain, this is accomplished by multiplying
Eq.

(3.11) by

^ 0

[% P 2

)]

=

sinc(pAr)

For simplicity,, artifact terms will be evaluated individually.
cipal artifact term now has the form

A prin

'

. sine (Ai'-p) «ncn2^ s.in(4pnArp).

■

fcos^wArp (#-1)] - c o s Arp (4%+1))] ^ % ..

'(3.12)

The needed transform from Appendix A is •

^

C0W

S!l']

-. R e 2 S P t @ -

;

C3.13)

Applying it to E q . (3.12) gives an nth principal artifact, art^.

nan
artn

"

2

(

W . ReV

i
- [L H 2 n - k ) Y

i
^

)

- [Ar (2 n + %)] 2

*

(3.14)

This artifact was called a "bipolar glitch" by Simpson (1977)
and is illustrated in Fig. 13.

It is zero for v < Ar°(2n - %) but also
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00

n

art.

Fig. 13.

The "Sum" Artifacts.

attenuates rapidly for r > Az,(2n + %).

As in the one-dimensional case,

the effect of an artifact lies in a well specified location.
The cross terms generate "m+n" artifacts and "m-n" artifacts.
Those appearing at (m+n)Ar values are of the same form as the principal
artifacts that appear at
smallest values of

2

n.

2

n values, lying between the largest and
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The n-m cross terms are now:

sine (Arp) •vnm oricm cos [2-irArp (n-w)J

=

y/f‘
raw Gn 0tn r • To a
r
1
- 2 TfAr'p
{sin[2 TrArp(M - m + %)]

sin []2itArp (n - m -:%)]}.

(3.15)

Transforming this into mu functions gives the n-m artifacts,

^ ™

2irAr

L -Jky^ {ji .- % + %

FJ-

1

n-m

)2

2

- r2

• (3.16)

-

The nature of the n-m artifacts is bipolar and similar to those earlier
discussed, but has tails extending in the opposite direction (see
Fig. 14).
Having described all of the artifacts, it would be desirable to
get rid of them.

The one of real interest arises from requiring an to

be zero except at one radius, 7% A r .

There are then no cross terms and

the field is clear out to 2naLr, as with the one-dimensional case.

The

coding function is obviously an annular aperture, and by. setting Ar
equal to the width of the annulus and properly establishing the value of
cn , the description is complete.
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art,•n-m

Fig. 14.

The "Difference" Artifacts.

The second possible code design arises from the bipolar nature
of the artifacts.

Written in sampled form, the positive region of an

artifact has a width of Ar.

It swings negative in the adjacent Ar, and

if the neighboring artifact that is positive in that Ar is properly
weighted, the two will cancel.

If adjusted to account for total nega

tive value from other neighbors down the line, and repeated across the
domain, a zero field will occur.
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It can be argued with the following considerations that the cod
ing function satisfying, this condition would be e ( n ) = r ~3/2 .. For a
small positive e, r-e +

3//2

transforms within a constant to p - 6

There-

‘ fore, its autocorrelation would have a transfer function of p- 1 “ 2e,
which must subsequently be multiplied by p to fit the formula that has
been developed.

The constant just mentioned goes

to zero forc = 0, but

this problem would be eliminated by whatever stepswere
’ the function physically realizable.

taken to render;

As has been explained, p-

'5

is a

'

member of the nontomographic family, to which the reasoning of the next
chapter applies.

The Annulus and Its Processing Function
Returning to the use of cut and pattern functions., the component
parts of the annulus are

-

(3.17).
V

r5

=

v

and
6

;

:Pa M

=

(r - r .)•
-v r ^

(3.18)

-

where ?a is the radius of the annular pattern and

vw is

its width.

Thus

the coding function of the annulus is

.

'aM

**

-

h

No attempt will be made to perform this correlation.
function -will use

:

(3.19)

The processing
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M

(3.20)

Gaus(^)

*0

for statistical smoothing, and

(3.21)

where p/r^ =,9 %{pr^}, is used to decode the pattern.
The constant 2 can be taken as arbitrary with units of length.
If the correlation Were to be done by optical processing at the bench.
the correlation process would be essentially the same as the recording
process, with the object.replaced by the illuminated coded image record.
The meaning of Z would then be the same as the meaning of z .

However,

the.illumination level can now presumably be turned high enough to avoid
further statistical noise, and knowing information of the kind imparted
by a, that is, what fraction of emitted photons will reach the detector,
is of no importance.

Using the computer for processing, the value of Z

is totally arbitrary, and in the calculation of SNR it will cancel out. •
The:system transfer function for coding-decoding with an annulus
is simply the product of the transform of Eqs. (3.17), (3.18), (3.20),
and (3.21).

Da ( p )

That is:

=

Xa ( p )

- Pa (p)

» P l a (p)

= :[ ^ f - C P * ) ] . ' " [

«' i? 2a ( p )

JQ (2 Trrap)] »

[ ■-£ Gaus (pr^)J

2

(3.22)
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where the order of functions has been preserved throughout the equation.
With the help of Eq.

(3.6) and again using script notation to indicate an

approximation, J q 2 (2n2^a p) can be replaced with (l/Zir^Qp);^!'+S:in(4irrap)2 .
Since sin(4irz,ap) represents an artifact.

artifacts

@(p) • -

W ) • Gaus (pry)

S2Z2

(3.23)

The artifacts presumably do not lie within the field to be used,
so the DPSF Of interest need not include; them.

Transforming back to the

real domain> the approximate DPSF of the annulus will be written

2ra 2rf

a.'a'

The field size is r < va .

(3.24)

- Gaus

w

z2Z2vw:

7

Although the "glitch" has a radius of: 2ra> it .

travels with the DPSF spike, coming -inward to va o n ■one side o f •the field
as the spike travels outward to ra .on the opposite side,
plane must have a radius of 2ra for a complete recording.

The detection
Since the in

ner structure of the spot is not "resolvable," it would be appropriate
to replace the mu function correlated with the Gaussian by a weighted
delta function, remembering that it occupies the area ir(vw 2 + ry2) .

The

volume of the mu function is

'w
F.
0

rw,

rw r dr
2y/r 2 - r 2
,. w

0

and the volume of (1 /ry^)Gaus(r/ry) is
& a (r-)

-

i,ra2VjfPw/z2Z2-\\)

6

1

■w
ir

'^ . 2 5 )

.

, so

(r)/2irr.

(3.26)-

Calculating the SNR

Finding o.{x,y)
.

•

"

■ -' ‘

'

'

'

'

The noise was treated as the spatially dependent standard devia
tion of o(x,y) in Chapter 2.

Cartesian coordinates were convenient for

that discussion, but will now be exchanged for polar coordinates.

The

results

are object-dependent, and a cylindrical object will be used

here,

.

:

' ■
oa (r) =

Nn . ■
-£■ cyl(iVr0 ),

.

.

'

'

/

■: '

;

■ . ' '■ •
(3.27)

where r0 is the radius of the object and A7^ is the density of counts
emitted in an established time and is measured in counts per unit area. :
The object must be larger than a single resolvable spot, since the-DPSF
will be treated as a weighted delta function.

It must lie entirely

•

within r < va , since the "glitch" is not included i n .the calculations.
Since all the functions involved are radially symmetric, E q . (2.61) can .
be written for the annulus as

Ja (r)

=

»4(r) '** ea (r) ** h2(rj

.

(3.28)

Based on the information already compiled, this calculation would be
rather routine if it were not for h2 (r).
In forming
F^(f’)

, a ring delta function was

= ElpPf Gaus (pty) }.

distance of

correlated w i t h .

Since p g has mbst of itsvolume within a

or so from its center, ha (r) is essentially ring shaped

but with a cross sectional pattern that is similar to pg in the

•
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vicinity of va .

The all-positive volume is concentrated about Ta .

To

substitute a ring delta function for %a 2 (r) is in order, if it can be
weighted by the volume of 7za2 .

Since 5a (p) is exactly known in the fre

quency domain, the. desired volume can be found using Parseval's theorem
(also known as Rayleigh’s theorem).

)

=

If

(3.29)

S(p),

then

'o

\gir) \2 rdr
.

=

(3.30)

| G ( p ) |2 pcZp

o

becomes

The volume of

3

2ir

hz

-2 Trp2 r^2:^

This is a formidable integral, to say the .least-.

2

(2 TFPra )p 3 .dp.

(3.31)

The task of devising, a

solution with the; aid of a better known integral has been relegated to
Appendix B.

Equation (3.31) becomes

irr.a

V.
&

-W

J 0 (P/) - WI q CW) +. FJi (y)

(3.32)

ZV

where
w = tValr-f2 ■

(3.33)

Conveniently, modified Bessel functions have the asymptotic form

I M

-

fS

eU-

(3.34)
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so

V

%ra*
r/z4

“

6

-W T
J °0V)

=

/ 2

ia3
ry Z4

(3-35)

for large ra/r^, a condition that would usually be met by the annulus.
It is now possible to represent h2 (r):

'

^ W

With M ( r )

=

6(r= - rt -

2^2 r f

C3'36)

in hand, the calculation of a^a (r) =

(r) ** oa (r) ** haz (p) .

can be resumed. • Performing.:ea**ha2 (r) becomes a convenient first step:
By writing

aa

=

one obtains

(2 ^ / Z 2)

6

C r - r a ),

.

.
- ^ 6 (1 *- V
2

-

oa M

r

V a 2
^ , r-z- : c (-- V

•

O -37)

From Papoulis (1968),

4ra 2
$(i> - p a) ** 6(1=-.2^).

=

1

2 •

'(3.38)

a

Thus

J

.."'Va M^ J -

V2 z2-Z1* rj?T\

r^A-r^ - r 2

'

( 3 '3 9 )
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Equation (3.39) is illustrated in Fig. 15 and should be given
close attention.

The square root of Eq.

(3.39) represents the basic spa

tial distribution of noise throughout the field as generated by a single
point source.

Since the noise is the standard deviation, not the vari

ance, the noise of one point cannot be directly superpositioned with the
noise of any others.

0

Fig. 15.

Field Noise Distribution of a Point Source.

It is also significant that this noise distribution differs
only by a constant from the noise distribution that would have occurred
by autocorrelating the annulus without a supplementary rho filter.
Owing to the limited distance of significant influence of

pq,

rho fil

tering has influenced the noise distribution uniformly, that is, by a
constant.
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The effect of the extended cylindrical object can.be easily
calculated at the origin.

Without the usual complications of

convolution.

ja

(0)
disk :
center

/2 s 2 Z 4 zy

%
/2 3 2 Z 2

0

/4ra

2

- r2

sin-l(rb/2 % ) .

Calculations away -from the axis are more difficult.

(5.40)

It is pos

sible to perform an approximation of o ** ea ** ha2 by shifting to the
frequency., domain, substituting .2/irpz^ cos (2irpru - ir/4) for all occur
rences of J q (2 TrppM) , including the transform kernel (with properly as
signed r^'s), and completing the integration to yield an approximate
reverse.transform.
Ryzhik (1965).

The required integrals are given.by Gradshteyn and

They will not be performed here.

Figure 16 has a plot of Oja (0) disk for varying disk size.

The .

noise for r0 > ra would normally not be of interest because the image is
degraded by the glitch for r0 > ra .

The ahnulus might become more at- •

tractive if the glitch could be eliminated, since the object could then
be extended indefinitely with no increase in noise beyond that occurring
when r0 = 2ra .

Moving the glitch will be discussed at the end of the

For a small disk, sin"

1

(ri
9 /2ra) can be replaced by v0/2va .

Since the square root will be taken, this approximation is very satis
factory (about 2% error even as v0 approaches ra) .

The noise can then
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O

o

Disk size>r0 /ra

Figi.16.

Noise at the Origin with-.Increasing Disk Size,

be written:

v

co)

disk
center

Z2

/

ttm r

(3 .41)

Using Eqs. (3.26) and (3.27), the mean signal from the disk becomes

■ja w

° d ^ y **

4

*0 )

disk

ra rf rw
s2-Z2m

cyl(r/r0)

(3 .42)
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The position signal-to-noise ratio is simply j(r)/o^(r), and
therefore
i a (°)

.SNR
a - (0 ) "
J
disk

disk
center

•

=

^

7* $

•

•

( 3 -4 3 )

Equation (3.43) is ah excellent guide to understanding the degree
to which each parameter influences the quantum generated noise of the
decoded 'image.;

It does not, however, fully reveal the level:of success

achieved by a given choice of parameters, because it does not account ..
for the final spot size or the SNR that could be achieved just using a
pinhole of similar size;

The SNR and spot size can be related by noting

from Chapter 2 that Tfc =

+ rf2-+ .ra2, can be taken as a reasonable ap

proximation of the spot size created from the coding-decoding process.
This equation can be used as a design constraint and rewritten as
1

%

= Ait?2 + Yf2 + Yc 2

if values are found for yw , yy, and ya such that

= yw^t = byjPu, ■rf = y f >t =

and rc = ycrt -

then be written containing the spot size by.replacing
(YyYy-3 /£>y2y3)

.

Imposing the constraint allows'

Equation (3.43) can
with
to be written

as -

rypf3

where

=

(-1

(3.44)

results in y# being an approximate ratio of the,slit width

to the final spot size.

Clearly there is a choice of yw that gives an
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.optimum SNR for a given spot size, and it can be found by taking

\ Yw (l - YW 2 - Yc2) 3 / 2

=

(1 - Yy 2 - y/)'5’ (I “ Yq 2 - 4yw2)

=

0

(3.45)

for which yw = %/l - y c
maximum.

2

is the only positive solution associated with a

Thus, bwrw =

:kfrf = zy = /3fy.

^

= %?s ,‘ and with a little algebra

In practice, a portion of the apodization might be

accomplished by binning, and appropriate adjustments might be in order.
To make the substitution in Eq. (3.43),

=

-• •(0.47) 3»%«

3,128

(3.46)

The optimum SNR' for a given spot size can now be written:

.3.128. irN0 ra rs
SNR

(3.47)

a, opt
disk
center

1

- /2 m :Z2

Referring back to the pinhole SNR and taking the ratio of Eqs.
(3.44) and (2.78), evaluated at zero.

3.128 %

SNRa.,opt
SNR_

/ 2 tt ■;

disk
center

0.84 y,r-a/r0

(5.48)
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It appears that the SNR of the annular aperture ceases to be su
perior to that of a pinhole roughly when the object.becomes large enough
to fill the annulus.

At first glance, this result seems very satisfying,

as there is always, a gain in using the annulus for the conditions under
which it can be used.

In reality, a high price is paid to achieve this

since annular coding requires four times as much detection area when
Fq = ra as would the pinhole.
Equation (3.45) can be rewritten in terms of the size of the ob
ject in spots contained using ru 2 =

SNR•a,opt
SNRr

as before, so

0.84 ^ a/rt

S t-k .

. : ;

’

(3.49)

disk
center

Moving the Annular Artifact
The disk-shaped object for which SNRa)0 pt = SNRp would hold
roughly fills the total usable field.
ject having a maximum extent of

2

This suggests that a typical ob

r>a but with blanks as a part of the in

formation might still gain image improvement by the use of an annulus
instead of a pinhole.

Restated, some object shapes that are larger than

2ra might still be suitable for annular imaging if the degrading proper
ties of the "glitch" could be avoided.
however, be located at 2ra .

This annular artifact need not,

It was shown that with rho filtering the

correlation of ring delta functions creates sum and difference terms,
and that the special case of autocorrelation places the real domain
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version of the difference, term on the origin.

In the terms of the ap

proximated descriptions used here, the annular artifact is the real domain version of a first harmonic [containing cos (27rpz=a - tt/4)J of the
coding function [which contains cos (4 7 rpra - tt/2)]] .

Similarly, the coding

function and its second harmonic together generate the first harmonic as
a. difference term and the third harmonic as a sum term.

Thus the first

harmonic should vanish from the DPSF if the processing function contains
the coding function minus its second harmonic.
More formally, a transfer function cos(airpr^. + g) is desired in .
the frequency domain that will satisfy the equation

%sin(.4vpr^). +. sum term
'

=

'

cos (2irpr(2 - ir/4) cos (ai?pra +'.g) .

'= %cos [(a+2 )TTpra .- m/4 + g]
+ cos [(a-2) irpr^ +

To achieve this> the periodicity a
phase-matching value g3ir/4.

- 2

tt/4

+ g] .

.(3 .50)

= 4 is required along;with, the

The transfer term •sought, is therefore

cos.(6 irpra + 571/4) = sin(6 iTpra - tt/4), which is exactly what would be
expected for the second harmonic.
The total, decoding transfer function would now be

na ( 0 \ -

4TrpjzPa
^cos

(2i{ppa

- tr/4) - sin(67rp.ra - tt/4)J

(3.51)
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Multiplying the approximated version o f .Eq. (3.48) by ^(p) yields '

S>a ( p )

=

^ Co s 2 ( 2TTpra -

—

■ - cos

t t / 4)

■- 7r/4 )sin(6 'n'pzia - Tr/4)~|

• M{prw ) • Gaus (pry)
8

=

'

2

I- 1 T1' COS (8 Trprg)] « M(pr^) • Gaus (pry) .
(3.52).

The artifact has been moved out to 4z,a , and now has the form
that was illustrated in Fig. 3 from Eq. (3.16) .. Although such an arti
fact is not totally nonzero within the usable field, it is very nearly -

To perform this coding-decoding process upon an n x. n-. digitized .data array, using fast Fourier transform (EFT) techniques, requires a
2n x 2n FFT routine, one fourth, of which is covered by the. input image,
and all of which is used by the processing function and output image.
Although a mathematical noise analysis will not be given concern
ing the use of harmonics in the decoding process, an informal glance
should be taken. ,The region covered by og ** ca has a radius of va + r 0 .
The function ha

2

was. previously approximated by a weighted ring delta

function at va , but now has attached an additional term that can also be
treated as a weighted delta function , this time Vat

Correlated with

°d ** ca> the added ring casts noise into a region from 2va r
' t‘0 to
4ra + r0 .

This noise is outside the original "usable field" only if the

object is within it.

Further extension of the object causes both a

•
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substantial increase in the noise generated by the first ring of the
processing function and a further contribution from the second ring
within a region occupied by the outer edges of the object.

This is re

grettable, but is less serious a consequence than would arise if the
added processing term were to cast noise over the entire object.
ously the region beyond
extended is rather limited.

over which the object can be profitably

Obvi

CHAPTER 4

THE TIME-AVERAGED ROTATING SLIT

The slit-shaped shadow cast in the detection plane by a slit in
the coding plane can contain significant information only for the one
dimension that is the direction perpendicular to the slit.

Rotating the

slit by half a revolution at a steady speed during the total exposure
time results in an image that contains information of all angles, but
that information can be described as the sum of a set of contributions
that each bears information along one direction (Fig. 17).

Object
plane

Rotating
slit
aperture

Fig. 17.

Detector
plane

Coding with a Rotating Slit.
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The annular aperture could be looked upon in similar terms if
thought of as a collection of nearly straight line segments.

Chosen

with proper length, each segment will image essentially one-dimensional
information, with all angles accounted for by summing the segments to
form a circle (Fig. 18).

Unlike the slit, the segments supplying infor

mation for different angles do not overlap, and it is convenient to al
low all segments to expose simultaneously.

The various segments when

projected on the image plane by many source points do overlap, leading
to noise mixture.

In decoding the annulus, each segment is autocorre

lated with itself, which leads to an image that has had its SNR enhanced
by smoothing along the length of the segment.

Since there is little in

formation in that direction, this SNR improvement comes "pro gratis"
without affecting the information.

Regrettably, each segment must be

correlated with the neighboring segments as well as with itself.

The

total filtering required to restore the image reduces the SNR from what
it might have been had the full "pro gratis" value been maintained.

Fig. 18.

The Annulus as a Set of Line Segments.

The rotating slit can be decoded merely with a rho filter, in
which case the "pro gratis" boost in SNR is not present.
essing is done before the angles are added, the slit
rotated during the exposure, with no

Since no proc

is continuously

attempt made to distinguish the

information collected at one angle or another.

Such

a scheme is given a

quantitative analysis in this chapter.
Alternatively, the slit could be turned in steps, and autocorre
lated before adding the various angles together.

This procedure pro-

vides the desired "pro gratis"-SNR boost and will be discussed in the
next chapter.•

The Coded and Decoded Point Spread Functions
As usual, the coding function can be separated into functions
kyg(r) and pr s (r), where the subscript rs is used to designate a rotat
ing slit.
Thanks to Eq. (2.5),, the coding function of the time-averaged
rotating slit can be easily derived by integrating along a circle inter
cepting a line delta function that passes through its center, and sub
sequently correlating the results with the mu function.

For the first

of these operations, it is convenient to use mixed variables, so

(4.1)

where

6

= tan- 1 (x/y) and r =

+ yZ .

To further interpret this, note
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Values are accumulated during the integration only upon crossing
over the y axis.

At that point re = 0 and ±y = r .

one of those regions, and multiplying by

2

Integrating only at

,

■b
PrsM

=

1

7

zr

—
r *

(a

3

')

tt z

where a < 0 < b.
This can easily be transformed into the frequency domain, since
1/r} = 1/p.

Together with the cut function [Af(prw ) in the frequency

domain] the coding transfer function becomes

Cyg(p)

=

(see Fig. 19)

X(p) * P( p )

•nap
sin(2 nprw)

(4.4)

it2 p 2 a 2

sinc(2pr,

-1.25

Fig. 19.

0
Radial frequency p (cm- 1 )

1.25

The Spectrum of the Rotating Slit.
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Transforming back to the space domains (see Appendix A), the
coding function proves to be (see Fig. 20)

sin" 1 (rw/r) .

(4.5)

T\Z‘

5

-t-»

hj

-2r,

Fig. 20.

The CPSF of the Rotating Slit.

Decoding is performed only upon the pattern function and simply
requires that C(p) be multiplied by the (apodized) rho filter, which is
an apodized version of its inverse filter.

The filter is written

rf3p
Hr s M

=

4 ^ 2 - Gaus(pry) .

(4.6)
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Using Eqs.

(4.4) and (4.6), the decoded transfer function

^ ( p )

Cy,a (p) • 5 P S ( P )

becomes

=

tts2

Z2

^ ( p r y ) • Gaus(pry.)] .

(4.7)

Transforming to find the decoded point spread function:

=

G a u s

■

/

"

(

4

' s )

To perform the correlation in Eq. (4.8) is not practical, and its inter
nal structure cannot be treated as information bearing.,;T For noise .anal - ,
ysis it will therefore be replaced by a weighted delta function.

The

volume of (1/ry. 2 )Gaus (r/zy) is 1, and the volume of p (r/r^) is i,y 2 /2ir.
so

and an approximation of Eq. (4.8) can be written

3

dr s M

?

6 (r)
'iW- '

C4.105

Calculating the SNR
The same procedure will be used here as in Chapter 3, with the
object assumed to be a disk.

The equation

■83
Io(r) ** Cyg(r) **

(4.11)

‘V S '

will first be attacked by finding a reasonable approximation of hp s .
The rho filter performs most of its filtering within one or two r y 1s of
its center, and its square can be safely replaced by a weighted delta
function.
Using Parseval’s theorem again, and writing Fr

^ 0

for the volume

°£ C ^ ) 2/

r.
/

Krho

' (4.12)

or
rh2 (r)

=

p/

W
4

Appealing to Eq.

6

iT2 Zlf

2

(r)
(4.13)

irr

(4.5) for the coding function and recalling

that the object is written o(r).= (N0/rri)cyl [v Iv q ) , performing the opera
tion **6 (r)/Zirr allows the variance to be written

2

vf
4ttZ4

r
c y i( 0

**

s i n " 1( 5 i )

(4.14)

disk

This correlation cannot easily be performed, and even when

-i.

evaluated at zero it produces an involved result that obscures the func
tional dependencies that are of interest.
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A close approximation can be made that is far more useful.
uating Eq.

Eval-

V-

'-

(4.14) for v = 0 involves, the integral 2it /q ^sin ~

1

(ry/r)vdv.

This can be interpreted as the volume of the coding function (without
constants) when clipped off at a radius vQ .

That volume has been formed

by a rotating slit, however,and must be the same as the volume that
would be the result from that slit if it were held stationary.

This

would be the volume of rect (a:/2 rw )cyl (^rc2 + y'1 /v q ] . .
For ry
the Sides formed by:the cylinder: function would •
have little curvature, and the volume would be essentially Ar0vw .
Therefore, for r = 0, Eq.

(4.14) can be approximated as

2rf 2 N Q ro rW
ir3
Z 4 fn.

CO)

(4.15)

disk

Correlating Eq.. (4.10) with the object and evaluating at zero.

N0 rw rf 3
r 2 3 2 Z2??7

(4.16)

disk

The SNR can now be evaluated at the center of the disk:

J'rs(0 )
disk

SNR

(4.17)
IT Z

disk :
center

°jrs(0>

Vm.

disk

_,
•
j ^
v
•
r~
9 in Eq.
(4.17).
There is no need to optimize
zyz

Recalling

that SNRp = //i/ 0 it2 zy ^/mz 2, it can be seen that SNR2,s > SNRp requires

.
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that
y y 1*
2

e

3.26

'Trry

Obviously this

4

,?/

>

TT2 ^

4

.

(4.18)

Po

condition will not be met, and the time-averaged rotation

slit is of no practical use.

. Experimental Work
. The above.analysis was developed? partly: to account for a series
of problems encountered in experiments with the time-averaged rotating
slit.

The experiments were done using an adjustable rotating slit be

tween an Anger cameraand a radioactive source (9 9 Tc)• -Most of
periments used either a point source■or a;liquid bath containing

the ex
9 9

Tc

and covered with a lead plate from which an E-shaped pattern had been
cut.

The results were not satisfactory and were highly influenced by

such variables as slit alignment and the care with which background leak
age was governed--and even by the beveling of the slit edge to reduce
the tendency of the lead thickness to deform the CPSF.

.

Computer simula

tions and experimental studies failed to reveal any system improvement
that might guarantee success.

The best clue to the nature of the problem

was revealed by reprocessing the same coded image with varying degrees
of apodization.

A set of such results is shown in Figs. 21 and 22.

The

apodization of Fig. 22 that is not present in Fig. 21 was performed with
a squared Lorentzian filter, which is similar to the Gaussian used in
the mathematical analysis. The improvement in Fig. 22 is due to the ex
tended region over which the rho^filtering processing function bears its :
influence when apodized.

.
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Fig. 22.

Experimental Results with Apodization.

CHAPTER 5

THE STEP-ROTATING SLIT

The image cast through a slit occupies two dimensions, but con
tributes no significant information in the direction parallel to the
slit.

Photon noise appearing along the direction of the slit still de

grades the image, however, and this chapter will deal with the removal
of that liability.
In principle, this could be accomplished by placing on record
for every photon absorbed a line that intersects the absorption point
and lies at the angle held by the slit at the time of absorption.

In

the deterministic limit, there would be no distinction between the re
sults thus gained and those described in Chapter 4 (see Fig. 23).

Line

Point

Fig. 23.

Recording the Detected Photon.
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In practice, it is uneconomical to process the data of individual
photons, and either of two analogous methods might be used.

One is to

collect image data with a two-dimensional detector, such as the Anger
camera, and perform summations of the. data falling within strips in the
direction of the slit with the aid of a computer.

The resulting data

can be easily stored in a series of one-dimensional arrays, each tagged
with an angle name.

Usually the data/for any given array will have been

recorded with the slit stationary, and hence the name "step-rotating
slit."

The second method employs a row of adjacent strip-shaped detec

tion elements (Or strip camera) to co11ect photons, in effect summing
along one dimension and yielding data along the other by means of a set
of output channels.

Such a device does not waste resolution capability

in the manner described for the Anger camera, and could presumably have .
superior resolution.

Even more important, the dynamics of an Anger cam

era encourage a circular field of detection, which is poorly suited to
the step-rotating slit.

The strip camera, on the other hand, can be

given an arbitrary length L and will soon be seen to be ideal.

Evaluating the SNR
Within constants, the coded and decoded point spread functions
of the step-rotating slit are identical to those of the time-averaged
rotating slit and need not be reviewed.

In calculating the SNR, how

ever, it is convenient to deal with the contributions made by each indi
vidual step.

For this purpose, the total DPSF can be written

ds {r) ' =

nt
; I dg^(r,0)
n= l ,.

nt

=

I
n=i

cs ^ ( r , Q )

** hs (r),

.(5.1),
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where n-^ is the total number of -steps taken, and (f> = Trn.

The decoded

image will first have appraised the contribution■made by a single step
at an angle <j> = 0, which has a length L in the x direction and is written

=

°s,<t>=o(x >y)

(l/^2) rect (x/L) xect(i//2rlt)) ■

(5.2)

= _ (2rw /z2) Tect(x/L)

The processing function, hs , consists of 1 (a)6 (y), which is used to

:

perform the summation along x, and the rho filter> which is needed to
remove the 1/r characteristic generated by rotation.

The two are corre

lated together in the space domain, which may be written in the frequency
domain as

3
Hs (C,n)

=

6

(C)l(n)

•

Gaus(p2 y)

'

3

=

Transforming cg

Os ^ =o(5,n)

6

(C) - ~ 2 — Gaus(niy).

(5.3)

to the frequency domain and multiplying gives

=

2rh,
rf3r)
•
L sine(51) ' ^ 2 - Kri)»6 (S)
Gaus(nrf)

=

2r .Lx>f2 '.
2 ^ —
6(5)-n zy Gaus(nzy).

(5.4)

.The SNR will again be calculated for a disk, but using an emis
sion density N r = No/rif. that represents the emission per unit area dur- .
ing the time allotted to a single step.

The object in the frequency

90
domain is
ro .=71 (2-iTp2’0)

717 7

0'Cp O

Using Eqs.

01 %

=.

cyl(n/2r0 )

(5.5)

mp

(5.4) and (5.5), the spectrum of the decoded image of a

single step becomes

^S, (f) = 0

( ^ 3

(s.6 )

O-)

To evaluate this image at the Origin is relatively simple since the
transform equation reduces to

J(0)

=

?(P)

(5.7)

%

Thus the decoded image of the <j> = 0 step evaluated at the origin becomes

} dri

Arw ?0 2 y

3

LN'

a 2 Z2 m

/Trr 2

1

'

2irr,

1 -

exp( 7 7 - )

(5.8)

The expression exp(frg2 /ry2) can be dropped since it makes no signifi
cant contribution for r0 > rj?.
The point symmetry of the object makes it impossible to in any
way :discern the contribution made at the origin by one step from that
made by any other.

For this reason.

.91
Ivo rw L r f

(5,9)

4(0)
disk

where N ' has simply been replaced by

^.

21

Turning to the noise, the calculation of SNRg will again begin
with an approximation of hs2 (x',y), this time using a one-dimensional
weighted delta function.

The function h{x,y')- is separable into func

tions of x and y , and

«

where A ,
^

^ 2 -y

(5.10)

6C=/).

is the area computed by integrating the y dimension.

2
3 .¥ ■

Using

••

a one-dimensional version of Parseval 1 s theorem,; ..

(5.11)

the area, proves to b e .

(5.12)
4/2

tt2Z1+

*

and therefore

(5,13)

It is now possible to start assembling o^g for ^ = 0.
and (5.12),

Using Eqs.

(5.2)
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,

2

g, * =

**

0

8

',

,6 = 0

_
""

_

,

rect jx/L) 6
2 2

«2%

rf
**

^ . r f 3 L. 1 (a;).6 (yr
2 / 2 ^ 2 2 z4
•

4 / 2

(t/)
ir2 Z 4

(5ll4)

The only operation remaining is to correlate Eq. (5.14) with the object.
Evaluating at the origin, 1(a) spans a distance, of 2r0 , so the weight
contributed by the mathematical operation
simply 2 M lv0lm.

1

(a)o Q/)**{N'/m)cyl[r/2T q )^ is

Again, the contribution made to the variance at the ori

gin for one angle cannot be distinguished from that of any other angle,
so IV becomes JI0 when all steps have been taken.

Combining this infor

mation with Eq. (5.14),

Finally, dividing js (0) from Eq. (5.9) by o^g (0) from Eq. (5.15),
one obtains

SNR

=
J

b

/ ^ l<So ru * f
m z ^ v0

L_ '

(5.16)

This result is essentially the same as that of the annulus, with
/27rra replaced by
strip camera.

/ 8

1.

It is now easy to see the advantage of the

The practical limits to a strip's length are governed

principally by the cos3* construction.

1

requirement and the possible problems of

The optimized relationship between rw and
the annulus,

3 = 3.128rg , so "

and
2NRs>opt
SNRp '

_
=

j 3.128 /8 L
V w 2 r0

"

I .L
y ^

will be, as with

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been possible for a major class of all-positive coding
functions to describe the DPSF comprehensively in terms of structural
components of the code and analogous parts Of the somewhat less physical
processing function.

Design and adjustment of these parts— the cut

function k, the pattern function p, the decoding function hi, and the
apodizing function h-2 , allows the spot size to be determined and a
usable part of the image field to be forced to zero.: Only a few functions can satisfy all of the required constraints, at least while using
linear processings and the resulting noise must yet be analyzed to de
termine whether the selected code will yield an improvement over the
pinhole.
The annulus, the rotating slit, and the stepped rotating slit
all fit the qualifications named, and a great deal is revealed by com
paring their respective signal^to-noise,ratios with that of the pinhole,
as shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

The SNR's of Coding Schemes Compared to the
SNR of the Pinhole.
''

Coding method .

SNR for code/SNR for pinhole

Annulus

0.84 ✓ ra/ro

Rotating slit

' < 1

Stepped rotating slit

^L/vo

94

'

95

The reason for these results can be understood by examining the
processing function.

The correlation process used to decode assigns to

each photon detection site in the image field the processing function
centered on that site.

For the case of the time-averaged rotating slit

the processing function is merely the real domain version of the rho
filter, which has significant values over only a small region.

In fact,

it has positive value only within a region smaller than the final spot
size:of the DPSF.

An area element in the image field;is given positive

contributions' only from photons striking within this spot area and obvi
ously ho profit can be made by using this coding-decoding scheme.
The processing function of the stepped rotating slit, however,

..

extends all the way across the image field, so an area element in the
image field now can contain positive contributions that have arisen
from photons detected indefinitely far away.

Although large object size

still degrades the image, one's ability to cope with those losses is
limited largely by practical construction constraints.
The annulus is similar to the stepped rotating slit, but slightly
less effective owing to noise mixing, so it requires a roughly 2irr,a. cir
cular slit length to collect enough counts to match the SNR of a straight
slit of length L.
In addition to superior performance with planar images, the
stepped rotating slit will display no noticeable smearing or distortion
from the tomographic effects experienced by other coding functions when
objects with depth are being imaged.

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF INTEGRALS AND THEIR SOURCES

of the transforms and other integrals used in this paper
have been taken from Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965).

They will be listed

here in the general form and with the notation in which they originally
occur in Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, with occasional notes for clarity.

Equation No.
where
referenced

Equation N o ,
in GSR

(1 . 6)
(1.7)

6.63#4

(1 .8)

r-co
o
^v+;.e ax

-B 2/4 a

(2a) v+l
0

See App. B
for deriva
tion

[Re a > 0, Re v > -1]
Assign: a - ie + e> B = /2 7 F pn0 ,
'and x = /2y

.

In the limit as e
2

tt

r0

2

0,

s+eirn /v0: ^ (2ypr) rdr
=

(2 .1 9 )

Jv (ax') dx

6.561#14

=

e±i7rp2 r 0

2

u -p-.i'
Ha

[j-Re v — 1 < Re y <

96

<2

2

r(h + hy +
F (% + %v - %p)
>
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(2 .2 2 )

6.63#7

ice ^

J"v (ga) dec

vV' g

=

— gyg

e

-g2 / 8 a

'0

•IXv-isC^/Sa) -J%v+}2(B2/8a)]
[Re a >0, Rev > -2 J

(3.13.)

.Jq (as:) cos (bx)dx

6.67#8

=

y

2

[ o < b < a]
[a = b]

=

2

(B-9)

6.633#2

e"^ ^
0

0

[ 0

< a < i]

2

J^(aa) Jp (8 s)

.

[Rep > -1, |arg q| < ir/4y. a > 0, g >

o]

APPENDIX B

SUPPLEMENTARY CALCULATIONS

Derivation of Eqs. (1.7), (1.8), and (1.9)
It was shown in Appendix A that

^ " p22’°2 -

(B-l)

This can be used to transform 'the expression

to
r f l M

V

„

v

e-iT,r2 /i. 0

2

. .

(B-3 )

2lrr

which duplicates Eq. (1.7) if A z =

^fiCP)
2irp

=

Similarly

i(P l . i
2irp

•

fB-4)

can be transformed to

i

=

1- . . . 1

,

(B-5)

which is Eq. (1.8) if A g = l/r0 .
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Also,
XZTrr/p 2

"=

e ^■nrn2
, n , - 0 ■p2■ ; -giirr‘
0 2 p2

(B-6 )

transforms to

%
w

i.

-'inr2/2r,

-fnr2/r^2

i

-t%r2/r 2
o .

(B-7)

e

Or, with Py = 1/Ag,

r i7rA3 2 P 2 ** Agz:e- ^ t A ^ P 2::' ;

_

i e-i*Az2z>2:] 2 ^
2
■

(B-8 )

which is Eq. (1.9). ■ ■

Derivation of Eg.. (3.31)
The integral required for Eq. (3.31) can be found by taking the
derivative with respect to q of the equation

37: j"

2

fax) xdx .=

1 _
- (a2 / 2 q2) T ZjtL\
e
2q2
2q2 ' ’

CB-9)

which was shown in a more general form in Appendix A, and which could
also be used to correlate a Gaussian with a ring delta function.

The

expression a 2 /2q? can be equated,with W in Eq. [3.32), and the conditions
a = 2nPn .and <7 2 =

2

irPy? 2 must be met. •

The derivative of the left-hand side of Eq.

d
dq ]

e~cl X J q ^ax) xdx

=

(B-9) is

,2 ^ , 2
e-<? ^ '• 2qjQ2 (dx)x3dx.'

(B-10)
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Noting that (<£/dq) W =. - (2/q)W, where W = a2/2q2 = Trr02/r^2 x the
right-hand side will be

■j_r 1
dq [ 2^

J 0 C»0 ]

2

^ 2 "[ t

6

P/ J ° ('
V) + 'e'P/(‘ I f Jl (rV))_
(B-ll)

Equating the rearranged terms of the: right-hand sides of Eqs. (B-10) and
(B-ll), and- multiplying both sides by -n/q,

•
2

2

ir e~^

2

ire

c/p2 (oic) ®

[j0 (P/) - F/Xq (?/) :+ :KIl (P/)] .
(B-12)

Replacing q2 with 2iriy2 and a with 2irr,0 and r with p

2

-2irp2r y 2

ir
0

J"n z (2iTpr0 ) pi

.
-IV
2

irzy1<-

[j 0 (iV) - iVJ0 (IV) + IVJi (IV)]; ,

This is the solution to the integral in Eq. (3.31).

.(B-13)
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